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Securing Microservices: The API gateway,
authentication and authorization
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Recently I was building a thousand-piece puzzle with my girlfriend. Experienced puzzle builders have some techniques to finish
the task successfully. They follow what we call in algorithms “Divide and Conquer.”

For example, in the puzzle I built above with my girlfriend, we started by building the frame, then we gathered the pieces of trees,
ground, castle and sky separately. We built each block separately, then at the end we collected all the bigger blocks together to
have our full puzzle. Possibly, if we didn’t follow this approach and we tried to build line by line, we could have done it, but it
would have taken a lot more e�ort and energy. We also wouldn’t have benefitted from being a team because we would have been
looking at the same line, instead of doing working collaboratively and e�iciently.

This is the same for so�ware! Building so�ware is quite complex, and that’s why so�ware architects used to design the solution
into separate modules, built by separate teams, then integrated into a full solution. However, a lot of the teams were still
struggling with this approach. A single error in a small module could bring the entire solution down. Also, any update to any of
the components meant that you would have to build the entire solution again. If a certain module has performance issues, you’d
likely need to upgrade all of the servers supporting your application.

For these reasons (and many others), so�ware firms such as Netflix, Google, and Amazon have started to adopt a “Microservices
Architecture.”

There is no widely accepted definition for Microservices, but there is consensus about the characteristics.  Microservices:

are usually autonomously developed
are independently deployable
use messaging to communicate
each deliver a certain business capability.
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The graph above illustrates the structure of a typical microservice. You’ll notice that some microservices will have their own data
stores, while others only process information.  All of the microservices communicate through messaging.

While a microservices architecture makes building so�ware easier, managing the security of microservices has become a
challenge. Managing the security of the traditional monolithic applications is quite di�erent than managing the security of a
microservices application. For example, in the monolithic application, it is easy to implement a centralized security module that
manages authentication, authorization, and other security operations; with the distributed nature of microservices, having a
centralized security module could impact e�iciency and defeat the main purpose of the architecture. The same issues hold true
for data sharing: monolithic applications share data between the di�erent modules of the app “in-memory” or in a “centralized
database,” which is a challenge with the distributed microservices.

The API Gateway

Probably the most obvious approach to communicating with microservices from the external world is having an API Gateway.
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The API Gateway is the entry point to all the services that your application is providing. It’s responsible for service discovery (from
the client side), routing the requests coming from external callers to the right microservices, and fanning out to di�erent
microservices if di�erent capabilities were requested by an external caller (imagine a web page with dashboards delivered by
di�erent microservices). If you take a deeper look at the API Gateways, you’ll find them to be a manifestation of the famous
façade design pattern (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facade_pattern).

From the security point of view, API Gateways usually handle the authentication and authorization from the external callers to
the microservice level. While there is no one right approach to do this, I found using OAuth delegated authorization along with
JSON Web Tokens (JWT) to be the most e�icient and scalable solution for authentication and authorization for microservices.
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To illustrate further, a user starts by sending his credentials to the API gateway which will forward the credentials to the
Authorization Server (AS) or the OAuth Server. The AS will generate a JASON Web Token (JWT) and will return it back to the user.
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Whenever the user wants to access a certain resource, he’ll request it from the API Gateway and will send the JWT along with his
request. The API Gateway will forward the request with the JWT to the microservice that owns this resource. The microservice
will then decide to either grant the user the resource (if the user has the required permissions) or not. Based on the
implementation, the microservice can make this decision by itself (if it knows the permissions of this user over this resource) or
simply forward the request to one of the Authorization Servers within the environment to determine the user’s permissions.
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The approach above is much more scalable than the traditional centralized session management. It allows every individual
microservice to handle the security of its own resources. If a centralized decision is needed, the OAuth server is there to share
permissions with the di�erent microservices.
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A challenge with this approach will be if you want to revoke the permissions of the user before the expiration time of the JWT. The
microservices are distributed, possibly in several locations around the world, and the API Gateway is just forwarding the requests
to the responsible microservice.  That means that revoking the permissions requires communicating with every single
microservice, which is not very practical. If this was a critical feature, then the API Gateway can play a pivotal role by sending a
reference of the JWT to the user instead of the JWT value itself. Each time the user requests a resource from the API Gateway, the
API Gateway will convert the reference to the JWT value and forward it as normal. If revoking the permissions is needed, then
only a single request to the API Gateway will be provided, then the API Gateway can kill the session for that user. This solution is
less “distributed” than the JWT value so it’s up to the So�ware Architect and the application requirements to follow either
approach.
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